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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The creation of Blockchain Technology has disrupted the
financial sector, with Cryptocurrencies making a strong
impact on payments, remittances, and foreign exchange.
The global Blockchain Technology market is forecast to
generate $20bn in revenue by 2024. In 2018, $2.1bn was
being spent on Blockchain solutions globally and is
forecast to grow to $11.7bn by 2022, representing a
growth of just under 460%.

incorporated in real-life situations and not purely
through cryptocurrency. Phaeton’s strategy is to
integrate Blockchain with other technology movement
such as FinTech, ConTech and AgriTech.
With this goal we have created Phaeton Network Offgrid Modular Data Centres, Phaeton Smarter Housing
and Phaeton Urban Agriculture. On the technology side
Phaeton has created Phaeton Personal Identity, Phaeton
Helious Deployer and Phaeton Artemis Node to support
Phaeton’s real-life projects. From a client services
aspect, we are delivering Australian Carbon Credit
Trading and Unicity. All these projects are powered by
Phaeton’s core and unique technologies which include:

While significant financial gains can be made, it is
essential to utilise this technology to improve people's
lives around the globe. In line with Phaeton’s philosophy
to utilise blockchain technology in making the world a
better place for all communities, Phaeton has created a
Blockchain Incubation Platform for enterprises that want
to make a Social Impact.



History



Phaeton was created in January 2018 by Chai Shepherd
and Damian Robson. In March 2020, Ron Forlee
appointed Phaeton to develop his Affordable Housing
App using Blockchain Technology. In August 2020, the
parties merged their interest and Ron Forlee was
appointed as the CEO to drive the business in a new
direction. Under the leadership of Ron Forlee, Phaeton’s
business model has been transformed from the
traditional ICO Platform offering utility tokens to the new
Blockchain 3.0 Generation. Phaeton's unique business
model is similar to Ethereum, Cardano and PolkaDot,
which provides the Platform for other new enterprises
and developers to host their business.







Business model
Phaeton's business model is not the same as its
competitors. Instead of waiting for new enterprises to
use our Phaeton Blockchain, Phaeton's has created an
Incubator Platform for Social Impact enterprises. In
addition, Phaeton under the motto of “Action Yields
Results” has initiated several of its own projects.

Phaeton Blockchain: Phaeton has a decentralised
ledger system with a 1GB block size (potential of one
million transactions) and one-second creation time.
Phaeton Core: Phaeton Core is a single-sign-on
platform with multi-factor authentication and
biometric identity validation for smart contracts,
KYC and cosignatory transaction authorisation. This
application is also linked with Phaeton Smart Card.
Phaeton Smart Card: Phaeton Smart Card is a
biometrically secured device serving multiple
functions, including ID authentication, multicurrency banking, and hard-wallet storage for
cryptocurrencies.
Phaeton Coins: Phaeton has issued 500 million premined approved Phaeton Coins (PHAE), with
approximately 250 million in circulation and the
balance of 250 million reserved and stored for
incubation projects and growth of the business.
Phaeton Sidechains: Phaeton's Sidechain model is
designed to allow client projects to create a
sidechain on the Phaeton Blockchain.

Exchange Listing
To date Phaeton has raised approximately $1 million to
advance these projects and has been approved for listing
PHAE Coins on international exchanges, namely
P2P2B2B2 and LA Token. This will significantly increase
Phaeton’s value from AUD $25 million to AUD $275
million.

The majority of the public are under the pretext that
Blockchain Technology is Bitcoin. As there are so many
scams in the promotion of Bitcoin, they align Blockchain
Technology in a similar mould. It could not be further
from the truth, as Blockchain is only the software behind
Bitcoin. Furthermore, the business model of many
Blockchain Platforms like Ethereum, Cardona and more
is based on digital formats, which are cloud-based and
intangible. Therefore, making it more difficult for the
public to understand Blockchain.

Since adopting its new business model, significant
progress has been made. This growth has seen Phaeton
gaining significant public interest. Recently, Phaeton has
been approached by three stock broking organisations to
list on the Stock Exchange which include the ASX
(Australian Stock Exchange), TSX (Toronto Stock
Exchange and NASDAQ (National Association of
Securities Dealers Automated Quotations). Phaeton is
pursuing the latter.

Phaeton’s goal is to change this paradigm. That is to
demonstrate how Blockchain Technology can be
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Phaeton utilises
Blockchain Technology
to create sustainable
environments for future
generations.
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2. INTRODUCING PHAETON









What is Blockchain?
A blockchain is essentially software developed to store
digital currency, such as Bitcoin, securely. With
Blockchain, no single entity is in control of information.
Instead, it is accessible by multiple entities, offering a
better way to verify information, therefore, combatting
fraud. Blockchain creates a better system for recording
and providing access to information in real-time. It
enables greater universal access so everyone can work
from the same information in a much faster, easier,
secure and fluid way.

Affordable housing and community development
Renewable energy and conservation
Carbon credits and climate change
Health and Wellness
Education and social infrastructure
Small business and microfinance
Sustainable products and agriculture
Supply Chain management

How we do it?
With our unique Phaeton Blockchain Technology, we
have developed a platform that offers enterprises access
to faster transaction speeds, higher security, costeffective technology and total independence through
our Sidechain Technology. Through our Social Impact
Incubator, our current initiatives include:
 Infrastructure and office support;
 Networking and business contacts;
 Advisory and consultation on blockchain projects;
 Access to investors and seed capital;
 Assistance with R & D Grants;
 Training and mentoring

Who is Phaeton?
Phaeton is a Blockchain Technology and Services
company. In line with Phaeton’s philosophy to utilise
blockchain technology to make the world a better place
for all communities, Phaeton has created a Blockchain
platform to make a Social Impact. Phaeton Technology
has created a Social Impact Platform that incubates,
develops and collaborates with new and established
business enterprises that address social and
environmental challenges in line with the United
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals.

To meet the community’s demand for new social change,
we aim to leverage Blockchain's decentralised
technology and ensure that the community's needs are
delivered right to the people. The focus would be to
make a difference to broader society, empower ordinary
people and engage the masses who need and want to be
involved. The blockchain alternative should be based on
solidarity and placing “people before profit” with a
structure that can benefit communities in need. The
technology can protect the public's interest to another
level in history and stop the bribery and corruption in our
society.

Our Mission
Our mission is to find current social problems within our
communities and analyse how they can be resolved
through Blockchain technology. Also, we want to
collaborate with all business levels, government
agencies, not-for-profit organisations, impact investors,
philanthropists and technologists who want to make a
social change. The sectors that we are looking at include:

Why Use Blockchain?
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The blockchain
alternative should be
based on solidarity and
placing “people before
profit” with a structure
that can benefit
communities in need.
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3. PHAETON’S CORE TECHNOLOGIES
Phaeton Pty Ltd, was registered in January 2018 in Singapore as a proprietary company limited by shares. The principal
place of business is in Perth, Western Australia. Phaeton ontinues to develop its core technologies, as listed below.

Phaeton Blockchain
Phaeton Blockchain has a decentralised ledger system with a 250kb block size (potential of one million
transactions) and five-second creation time. Phaeton Blockchain is based upon the Delegated Proof of
Stake plus Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (DPoS+dBFT) consensus algorithm, therefore improving
energy efficiency. Phaeton remains an independent blockchain focusing on providing a platform for
enterprises to use, whether it be for monetary, transaction, data or smart contracts. The ability for
individuals to host a node is critical for speed, scalability and security of the Blockchain.

Phaeton Core
Phaeton Core is a single-sign-on platform with multi-factor authentication and biometric identity
validation for smart contracts, KYC and cosignatory transaction authorisation. Phaeton Core was
developed to address the lack of trust in the crypto-currency industry by authenticating all those
interacting with Blockchain.

Phaeton Smart Card
Resembling a typical debit/credit card, Phaeton Smart Card is a biometrically secured device serving
multiple functions. It includes ID authentication, multi-currency banking, and hard-wallet storage for
cryptocurrencies. It has considerable scope in retail banking and Industry 4.0 applications.

Phaeton Coins

The Phaeton Coin transaction model is like the Ethereum ETH Coin, which is applied when any of its ERC20 tokens are used within its ecosystem. Phaeton Coins are also used for staking and as a reward for each
delegate hosting a Phaeton Blockchain node. Phaeton has pre-mined 500 million coins with
approximately 250 million Phaeton Coins in circulation and around 250 million Phaeton Coins in reserve.

Phaeton Sidechains

The Phaeton Blockchain platform is built on the consensus of a dPoS model (delegate proof of stake),
unlike the norm of PoW (proof of work) models used by Ethereum and others. Phaeton’s Sidechain model
is designed to allow projects or subsidiaries to create a sidechain on the Phaeton Blockchain. A Sidechain
is a type of Blockchain that exists alongside its parent chain (Phaeton Blockchain). The Sidechain can be
defined as the “child chain.”
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4. BUSINESS MODEL
Phaeton has established a new path to grow its business
value and its Phaeton Coin. As an Incubator Blockchain
Platform, Phaeton’s aim is to be in a position to assist
Social Impact start-ups and enterprises with our range of
Blockchain Technology Services. Our business model is
based upon only taking on projects that (1) create a
Social Impact and (2) are tangible real-life where
Blockchain can make a positive change. The reason for
Phaeton’s business model is due to the following
problems.



Problem 1
Blockchain Technology is gaining popularity. At the same
time, most major corporations have adopted Blockchain
or are in the process of adopting it. Over 90% of the
public do not understand it, including SMEs.
 Over 70% of businesses do not understand
Blockchain Technology and do not know how
Blockchain can enhance their business;

Problem 3
There is significant capital from various Ethical and
Impact Funds, but few investment projects pass the test.
Phaeton Blockchain can improve this by:
 Investment from these funds can be implemented
when certain milestones are reached through smart
contracts;
 With Blockchain’s ledger, investors can see where
their funds have been directed.

There are only a handful of Blockchain technology
service companies that can assist businesses.

Problem 2
While there are Blockchain technology companies that
can assist, the problems that remain:
 Businesses that have embraced Blockchain are using
Ethereum's Platform resulting in congestion;
 The cost of establishing a Blockchain enterprise is
high, outdated and slow.

MARKET SECTORS

The Sidechain application, Biometric card and Supply
Chain application are designed and well-suited to
complement and improve transparency, security, trust
and efficiency for our customers. All sectors will be
considered as long as they have a Social Impact with their
Blockchain application.

support several Sidechains. It is not merely a single
blockchain that exists in isolation. There are several
advantages to its approach:
Scalability: Phaeton supports multiple blockchains
through a mechanism called “Sidechains". It allows
transactions to be processed efficiently and in
parallel.
Interoperability: Different Phaeton Sidechains and
applications can share information and functionality
thanks to Sidechain’s operating design and
compatibility between chains.
Specialisation: Each Sidechain can be tailored to a
specific use case or application.

Some of the barriers to creating and developing
blockchain enterprises are common, and there are also
specific challenges in the industry. Access to finance as
well as cumbersome administrative and tax payment
procedures represent common challenges. However,
additional challenges relate to the lack of understanding
of Blockchain technology and the specific regulatory
requirements with targeted policy initiatives. As noted
earlier, Phaeton’s Incubation Platform is designed to

.
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5. PHAETON’S BUSINESS INCUBATOR
Incubators are not unique. Many Governments and
universities have established incubators providing
infrastructure, grants and support to incumbent startups. Phaeton’s Incubation strategy is based on these
initiatives' success, except we focus on assisting
enterprises interested in Blockchain technology's
benefits that can make a Social Impact.





What is Phaeton’s Blockchain Incubator?
As an incubator, we focus on helping Social Impact
businesses who have conceived innovative ideas that
require blockchain guidance during their initial stages,
until they can sustain themselves in the market. Included
will be an accelerator program that provides investors,
mentorship, and other support to help them stabilise
their business.





What are the benefits?
New start-ups are created every minute, which is an
excellent opportunity for Phaeton to tap into this everincreasing market and make our business model grow.



The benefits include:
 By helping existing businesses incubate ideas, we
develop an ecosystem around our current products,
making the market tilt towards our technology
products.
 By providing mentorship, guidance and seed capital
to entrepreneurs, we will take an equity position,
improving Phaeton's holdings and increasing
Phaeton coin value.
 By attracting start-ups with new ideas, there is the
potential to find a “unicorn” idea that will disrupt
the market.





How do we assist?
Besides assisting these enterprises with our proven
technology, we can provide support in the form of:
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Infrastructure:
As we are located within a PropTech Hub in the
Perth CBD, Western Australia, we can offer office
workspaces with supporting services.
Networking:
Working under one roof, enterprises can connect
with other entrepreneurs working in the same
industry, which helps them gain insights to improve
their product.
Advisory services:
These include financial and accounting, legal,
corporate, and intellectual property protection so
that entrepreneurs can make well-informed
decisions.
Investors:
Venture capitalist and angel investors are attracted
to investing in new ideas. We have conference
facilities where entrepreneurs can pitch their ideas
to these potential investors.
Seed capital:
New start-ups are always in need of seed capital to
fund the initial stages of their business. The money
is required for a business plan as well as pitching the
idea and developing the concept.
R & D Grants:
The incubator will assist entrepreneurial businesses
with their application for Research and
Development Government grants.
Training and mentoring:
The incubator will provide training from market
experts on how to develop and implement ideas.
Mentors will be provided to monitor the
entrepreneur and guide them to improve their reach
and target market.

6.

BLOCKCHAIN MARKET

Conditions across Phaeton’s target markets and
industries are conducive to the business case and will
support even the most aggressive of the Company's
expansion forecasts. The Directors believe that the
market is currently in the early stages of Blockchain 3
(the third phase of Blockchain innovation). Blockchain 1
being Bitcoin, and Blockchain 2 being Ethereum.

Following the so-called 'Crypto Winter' of 2018 - in which
the rampant speculation of late 2017 saw a violent
overcorrection of prices - the first half of 2019 saw a
significant market recovery , with the 24-hour trading
volume hitting an all-time high in early April.
Cryptocurrency markets have performed strongly during
the COVID period, with Bitcoin and Ethereum adding
150% - 300% respectively to their valuations over the last
12 months.

Blockchain in Industry
The number of use cases in the industry for Blockchain
technologies has exploded over the last five years, with
the global Blockchain technology market forecast to
generate $20bn in revenue by 2024. In 2018, $2.1bn was
being spent on Blockchain solutions globally and is
forecast to grow to $11.7bn by 2022, representing a
growth of 457% over this period.

It is critical to distinguish between the types of
cryptocurrency, divided into coins and tokens. Coins
are developed for the sole function of being a means
of payment, while tokens have broader
functionality, delivering value beyond their use as
'money.

One of the fastest-growing applications of this
technology is in the finance sector, with 90% of American
and European banks exploring the technology. The
International Center for Monetary and Banking Studies
estimates Blockchain can reduce up to 30% of banks'
infrastructure costs, with annual savings potential across
the $12bn banking industry. Despite often being lumped
together with cryptocurrency and thus being affected by
the negative press that this often receives, Blockchain is
being taken very seriously in several industries.

International Exchanges
The number of Exchange Platforms for cryptocurrencies
is increasing, with more than 190 estimated to exist,
trading 1,568 different currencies, equating to 654
tokens and 914 coins.
Cryptocurrency exchanges were initially subject to
minimal regulation, meaning that there was very little
transparency or security surrounding funds transferred
and stored on these platforms. Many consumers that
consider themselves early adopters of technology,
remain hesitant to interact with cryptocurrency
exchanges even if they can see the value in Blockchain
and alternative currencies. Of the top 10 exchanges by
trading volume globally, seven did not exist before 2017.
It highlights the potential for market entrants.

It is estimated that the industry spent the following
amounts on Blockchain (USD) in 2018:

Industry Sector
Banking & Finance
Distribution & Services
Manufacturing & Resources

US$
$552m
$379m
$334m

The average spend by a company initiating a Blockchain
Technology project was $1m in 2018, highlighting the
commercial case for Phaeton in developing and
implementing these projects.

The global Blockchain Technology
market forecast to generate $20bn in
revenue by 2024. In 2018, $2.1bn was
being spent on Blockchain solutions
globally and is forecast to grow to
$11.7bn by 2022, representing a growth
of just under 460%.

Digital currencies
While it is estimated that less than 3% of the world’s
population
is
currently
transacting
with
cryptocurrencies, this still equates to a significant
number of potential users. The number of
cryptocurrency wallets worldwide is growing
exponentially, with more than 40 million estimated to be
in existence currently.
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7. COMPETITIVEANALYSIS
The competitive analysis provided here is a critical part of Phaeton’s marketing plan. The evaluation of similar business
models makes Phaeton’s Incubation Platform unique to attract our target market.
ETHEREUM
Ethereum is a decentralised, open source blockchain featuring
smart contracts functionality. Ether (ETH) is the native coin of
the Blockchain platform. It is the second-largest cryptocurrency
by market capitalisation, after Bitcoin. Ethereum is the most
actively used Blockchain. Vitalik Buterin proposed Ethereum
idea in 2013, and development was crowdfunded in 2014 with
72 million coins pre-mined. The Ethereum network went live on
July 30th, 2015.

$173.23 B




The Ethereum platform went live on July 30th, 2015. Within
a month, Ether coins were being sold for between $1 and
$3 US dollars.
Today, Ethereum has a market cap of $173.23B, at
$1,508.53 ETH with 114,837,471 ETH in circulating supply.

CARDANO
Cardano is like Ethereum. It was under development for three
years before launching in 2017. It was created by technologist
Jeremy Wood and Ethereum co-founder Charles Hoskinson.
From the very beginning, the founders of Cardano emphasised a
unique research-driven approach. They build the development
around the concept of peer-reviewed papers.

$39.68 B





Cardano launched in September 2017, starting price of USD
0.22.
The start of 2021 saw continued rises, with sharp peaks
occurring late January through to February, where Cardano
is now 3rd largest by market rank with a market cap of
$39.68 Billion.

POLKADOT
Gavin Wood, Thiel Fellow Robert Habermeier and Peter Czaban
are the co-founders of Polkadot. Gavin Wood was previously
the Chief Technology Officer and is co-founder of
the Ethereum Project. Polkadot's flexible and adaptive
architecture facilitates building technology, including smart
contract platforms. As a fully extensible and scalable blockchain
testbed that can host and connect a wide range of upgradeable
smart contract platforms.

$29.02 B

•
•
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Polkadot's first token sale closed on October 27th, 2017,
raising a total of 485,331 ETH, which at the time would have
been worth around USD 145M.
Polkadot native coin, DOT has a current market cap of
$29.02 Billion with a circulating supply of 913,859,961 DOT
with a total collection of 1,049,551,820 DOT coins.

Key Points of Difference between Phaeton and Ethereum

Phaeton:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The ability for a project/company to create their token
using Phaeton’s Sidechain
Ability to host and deploy their nodes to the market
to increase speed and security
Speed and security are not slowed due to mainchain
traffic.
Block Creation Time: 1second
Ability to provide staking rewards to the token holders
for every transaction that occurred on the Phaeton
Blockchain
Ownership of the token nodes
Scalable Sidechain
Cost-effective
Smart Contracts ability
Blake2P Military-grade bit security
New technology

Ethereum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proof of Work model
Token created off the mainchain.
The speed of transaction is getting slower due to the
high traffic of tokens on the mainchain.
Block Creation Time – 14 seconds
Mining machine commonly used or transaction
validations
Shale256 bit security
Struggling to be scalable to increase speed and
security of transaction
Old technology

There is significant interest in cryptocurrency due to the increased valuation of some critical currencies such as Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Cardano, PolkaDot and Ripple. However, hundreds of other currencies are sitting dormant due to low trading
volumes and poor brand recognition. Furthermore, these popular currencies are based on supply and demand but are not
backed by any hardcore asset or real value.
Utilising its Phaeton Blockchain, Phaeton intends on establishing a service by assisting enterprises in establishing their own
"Asset-backed Tokens" owned and operated under a company structure. These enterprises will be Sidechains of the
Phaeton Blockchain. In establishing additional Sidechains, Phaeton Coin should increase in value through "staking"
technology. It means that whenever a transaction takes place in a Sidechain, a small percentage of the transaction fee is
transferred to the Phaeton Coin.
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8. MILESTONES
Milestones Achieved to Date
The milestones that have been achieved to date include the following:

2018









January: Chai Shepherd and Damian Robson registered Phaeton
January: ERC20 PLK Token Created
January: Development of Phaeton Blockchain Research and Development
January: Research on Token Economics
February: Research on Consensus Algorithm
February: Research on Hashing Algorithm
February: Research on Data Storage and Computer Science

2019












February: Phaeton Blockchain MainNet Launch
February: ERC20 PLK Swap to PHA
July: Phaeton TestNet Release
July: Phaeton Explorer Release
August: Research on Side Chain Technology
August: Research on Smart Contract Standard
August: Research on NFT
December: Phaeton V3 Started Development
December: Research done on Delegate Penalty
December: Research done on Password Hashing

2020










March: Appointed by Ron Forlee for his project
June: Discussion of a merger
August: Merger established
September: Ron Forlee appointed as CEO
September: New business strategy established
October: Start work on Sidechains
November: Start Work on NFT and Smart Contracts
December: Update from Blake2b to Blake3 after research analysis

2021




















January: Start of capital raising
February: Appointed to create a Carbon Credit Marketplace
February: Start Work on Smart Contract Standard
February: Research on Side Chain and IOT Integration
March: Joint Venture with Flow Resources and Atomic 6
March: Initiated Phaeton Network
May: Initiated Phaeton Smarter Housing
May: Start Development of Helious Deployer
June: Initiated Phaeton TNFT Real Estate Marketplace
June: Approved by P2P2B2B2 and LAToken to list PHAE Coins
June: Construction Started Phaeton Modular Data Centre
July: Initiated Phaeton Personal ID and Phaeton Artemis Node.
July: Approached by brokers to list Phaeton on the Stock Exchange
July: Start Development of Phaeton Identity
July: Approached for NASDAQ Listing
August: Discussion to purchase Flow Resources and Atomic 6.
August: Phaeton V3 MainNet Swap PHA to PHAE
August: Start Development of Artemis Node
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9. CORPORATE STRUCTURE
The Phaeton Corporate structure, with an outline own branded projects and client projects. Team members are shown
under each Sidechain entity.

Diagram 1 – Corporate Structure
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10. EXECUTIVE TEAM AND ADVISORS
Corporate governance is critical and fundamental to Phaeton’s longevity. It will help to control risks, ensure compliance,
and assist Phaeton to achieve its strategic objectives. Currently the Phaeton Board has a mix of experienced business and
entrepreneurial members, consisting of four Executive Directors and one Non-Executive Director. Additional Independent
Directors will be added as the company grows. The Board is supported by an advisory board of entities with the commercial
acumen required to make Phaeton sustainable and scalable. The Company has a support team of 30 Technology staff.
Ron Forlee: Chief Executive Officer
Ron Forlee is an Architect, Developer, Author and Mentor. Having authored several books on property
development, he has been invited worldwide to provide development expertise to several commercial
projects. Being an architect and a developer, he saw a need for providing professional development
services for investors and institutions that lacked fundamental knowledge and expertise in the high-risk
world of property development. Ron has a wealth of knowledge and leads our team.

Damian Robson: Chief Operating Officer

Damian has extensive business and operations experience and qualifications in business,
entrepreneurship, risk management, occupational health, and safety. He is also a seasoned
entrepreneur, having founded companies focused on customer experience and Wi-Fi marketing. His
knowledge and skills in change and operations management and his marketing and business
development abilities make him an ideal Chief & Commercial Officer.

Chai Shepherd: Chief Technical Officer

Chai is a respected subject matter expert in the blockchain and cryptocurrency scene and has
professional qualifications in front-end development, cybersecurity and digital penetration testing. Chai
is also training as a Full-Stack Developer to increase Phaeton's capacity to perform code audits and
provide maintenance in-house. Chai will be responsible for the backend of the Company's systems and
service offerings and Phaeton infrastructure's ongoing development. As Chief Technical Officer, he will
lead development work, be it fulfilled by internal or external resources.

Jeremy Wolfe: Chief Financial Officer

Jeremy graduated in Accounting and Business Law with 9+ years of experience working within tech,
medical, hospitality and professional services firms. He has significant commercial experience ranging
from the establishment and scale up of a number of start-up ventures. Coupled with years of personal
and work-related IT experience provides Jeremy with the ability to source and implement innovative
and efficient solutions to these problems with little to no disruption to standard business operations.

Georgia Thomas: Non-executive Director

Georgia has significant cross-sector expertise, and proven track record in developing and growing
successful business models which are inherently diverse. She was the CEO and founder of Foodlife and
successfully managed Fortune 500 clients, contracts and transitional change management requirements
arising from growth. She has designed a successful corporate client management and retention program
and acquired & developed relationships representing $150M in assets within 11 years.
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11. PROJECTS AND CLIENTS
Phaeton Smart Card

Phaeton’s core business is providing Blockchain
Technology services to businesses. However, in order to
demonstrate the value of Blockchain, Phaeton has
initiated our own bespoke projects. Each of these
projects are based on Phaeton’s strategy, namely (1)
does the project create a Social Impact and (2) is it a
tangible project that benefits the daily lives of people.
Below we outline the range of services offered to our
clients followed by our internal and client projects. Each
project falls under a stand-alone Sidechain.

Besides offering Phaeton's Smart Card to its Sidechain
clients, Phaeton has developed several use cases and is
in the process of securing the desired partnerships and
agreements to propel the uptake of the card. Banking
institutions perceive significant value from the card, as
customised biometric security cards may be designed
and produced under their specific brand.
The biometric card will also be a key tool to develop and
build the Company's early revenue streams through
White Labelling and producing a data card designed for
the specific user requirements. Fees will be charged
based on the number of cards issued, with ongoing
maintenance and support fees included.

Service Fees
Phaeton will provide technical support and a platform for
business to create their Blockchain and tokenisation
through its Sidechain operations. Fees for this service will
vary according to the size and scope of the Project. Fees
can range from $20,000 to $800,000, depending on
resourcing requirements and contract duration.

Projected Ratio of Project Sector
The business offers four sales channels that each
represent different revenue models based on clients
needs and level of service agreements. The design of the
four sales channels is each client we onbaord will need
to use at least two of our services.

Staking
Engaging in cryptocurrency staking is another new way
of increasing your cryptocurrency holdings. Staking
refers to locking cryptocurrencies in a wallet for a fixed
period and collecting interest on them. It may be likened
to earning interest on cash deposits in a traditional
bank's designated savings account.

They are as followed in terms of sales ratio:

Table 3 – Customers & Revenue Assumptions

SIDECHAIN AND BLOCKCHAIN PROJECTS
With the launch of Phaeton’s new business strategy in September 2021, Phaeton has gained significant interest from the
business community in Western Australia alone. This interest has not been through any expensive marketing campaign
but through referrals within the business community.
We believe that if we undertake a national marketing campaign, there will be endless opportunities for Phaeton as there
is a growing market of existing businesses and start-ups looking at adopting Blockchain Technology. Listed below are
several projects, where Phaeton has been contracted to develop Blockchain solutions.
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PHAETON BRANDED PROJECTS
The projects listed below have been initiated by Team Phaeton

PHAETON NETWORK

Phaeton Network was created in partnership between Phaeton and Flow Resources, specifically to design and build the
the first of its kind, Modular Off-grid Data Centres aimed at reducing Carbon Emissions. These modular scalable
datacentres are powered by three levels of renewable energy, namely solar, hydro, and geothermal. These Off-grid
Modular Data (OMD) Centres are integrated with Blockchain Technology.







An OMD centre is a completely remote design network system that can interrogate data networks, securely
up-load, and download network information - be it for data storage or crypto mining. The design is modular,
meaning we can increase a data centre’s size easily and deploy quickly, making the system completely scalable.
This OMD design is not reliant on consumer energy. The system is powered and backed up by a unified
renewable energy structure with a dual backup that can run indefinitely.
The OMD centre is secured through both physical biometrics and an advanced network security protocol. The
network can be managed and monitored 24/7/365 remotely. Most importantly these centres can be deployed
in any location, be it on-top of a building or, a remote mine site or in the middle of the desert.
The OMD centre can be flat packed to a site for erection or deployed as a transportable module. The design is
solar wrapped with all security wired and inbuilt. The satellite communications are pre mounted then launched
when on site.
The servers and racks are housed in the dust secure, temperature-controlled, static free module. We have 3
designs, from a Vortexed Tower, Single level HIVE, or to singular Cubes which are designed to be locked
together to increase the data storage footprint.

PHAETON SMARTER HOUSING

Phaeton Smarter Housing is a new generation of housing that incorporates the latest digital and construction technology,
underpinned by Phaeton Blockchain Technology, creating a smarter and more sustainable home for all. This form of
housing includes some of the key elements listed below:









Off-grid solutions driven by renewable energy, therefore, reducing our carbon footprint;
Passive solar designs making the best use of the sun and protection from prevailing winds;
Factory produced building components where housing can be constructed in any location;
Building materials that are sustainable with space-age applications;
Components are flat-packed or modular, similar to Ikea furniture with simple instructions;
Phaeton Artemis Node linked with Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI);
A passive income through blockchain staking using Phaeton Artemis Node;
Alternative form of mortgage through Phaeton’s Defi model and NFTs
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PHAETON REAL ESTATE TNFT MARKETPLACE

Phaeton Real Estate Tangible Non-Fungible Tokens (TNFTs) Marketplace is a “Sidechain” of Phaeton Blockchain. It is
marketplace where real estate enthusiast and investors can trade TNFTs. It is also a form of “crowdfunding” where
sponsors and developers can mint tokens of the real estate projects and sell them on the marketplace.






TNFT as Shares: The TNFT represents a share of a company that owns the property. Sponsors and developers
can promote investment property or projects under company ownership.
TNFT as a Title: The TNFT represents and owns the title to the property. Property owners can directly sell their
property to an interested buyer.
TNFT as a Timeshare: The TNFT represents a timeshare in holiday accommodation. For owners of hotels, TNFTs
can be created with set holiday periods.
TNFT as Co-sharing: A group of TNFT Holders can jointly buy a home and share ownership. With housing
affordability at an all-time high. A group of homebuyers can jointly purchase a home by creating TNFTs.
TNFT as Decentralised Finance (DeFi): TNFT Investors can provide finance in the form of a mortgage.
Homebuyers can seek debt finance from investors to buy a home. It is a form of peer-to-peer lending that
blockchain was designed for.

PHAETON ARTEMIS NODE

Phaeton Artemis Nodes are full Nodes with a Staking model responsible for validating transactions to maintain the
consensus algorithm, such as Proof-of-Stake (PoS) described in detail later. These nodes are Phaeton Delegates who
stake their PHAE Coins, validate the transaction, and get rewarded with additional PHAE. However, Phaeton Artemis
Nodes are not limited to staking, A Phaeton Artemis Node also collects data and integrates with IoT (Internet of Things)
and AI (Artificial Intelligence).


IoT Technology: The Internet of things (IoT) is a network of physical objects embedded with sensors, software,
and other technologies used to connect and exchange data with other devices over the Internet. IoT applications
are transforming our daily lives by providing efficient solutions for both the public and private sectors.



Artificial Intelligence (AI): Artificial intelligence can be referred to as the simulation of human intellect in
machines programmed to think like humans and mimic their actions. With the progress of study into the analysis
of the human mind and the in-depth subsequent research into this field, AI is no longer a few machines doing
basic calculations. Instead, artificial intelligence applications are wired using a cross-disciplinary approach based
on mathematics, computer science, linguistics, psychology, and many more realms.
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PHAETON IDENTITY

Phaeton Identity is a trusted identity layer protocol that enables any organisation to use the Phaeton distributed identity
network between your business partners or consumers.
Phaeton Identity can be used to create:
 A distributed governance system around personal health records;
 Deliver paramount confidentiality and privacy;
 Implement to facilitate big data storage;
 Medical data privacy, including personal health records;
 Private data generated on medical devices, or medical vaccinations.
Phaeton Identity provides a platform for personal users and organisations to carry out transactions through the digital
medium in a safe and verifiable way using Phaeton Blockchain, supporting various scenarios deployed in today’s modern
digital economies. Phaeton Identity provides a trusted digital network where identity transactions can be designed and
executed with guaranteed levels of privacy and confidentiality using the Phaeton Blockchain.

PHAETON BOND EXCHANGE

Phaeton Bond Exchange is marketplace where new blockchain bonds can be issued and traded in a convenient and fluid
manner. It will provide access to both primary and secondary markets with bonds issued at an affordable level, allowing
Millennials to enter the market. The platform will focus primarily on Green Bonds as it ties into Phaeton’s policy of
creating a positive social impact and its drive toward creating an ecologically sustainable planet for future generations.
Key Objectives
 Design the solution of a Blockchain Bond Trading Platform
 The web interfaces will be built using responsive User Interface (UI) and the platform will be accessible across
different devices like desktop, mobile and tablets. The platform will be tested across different popular and latest
browsers and resolutions. An intuitive menu-based navigation will be designed for easy navigation.
 Act as bridge between the database and User Interface for seamlessly capturing requisite data
 Manage Blockchain based Digital Format Bonds
 Generate regular reports for improvement
 Updating & generating correctness of the given data
Protocol
 Phaeton protocol is built with the following values in mind:
 Comply with regulatory and legal framework throughout the bond lifecycle including primary and secondary market
transactions
 Automation and disintermediation of administrative processes
 Decentralized collaboration among stakeholders
 Transparency and Privacy
 Core flexibility — the Protocol needs to adapt to changing market structure
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POWERED BY PHAETON TYECHNOLOGY
These are projects where clients have appointed Phaeton to provide Blockchain Technology services.

AUSTRALIAN CARBON CREDIT EXCHANGE

Phaeton has been approached to investigate setting up a Carbon Credit Marketplace where Australian Carbon Credit
Units (ACCUs) can be tokenised and traded. It is a joint venture arrangement between three parties which includes the
founder, corporate advisor and Phaeton. By tokenising Carbon Credit Units into TNFT, we can accelerate the trade of
emission-reduction credits. It is achieved through global access, real-time transparency, instant settlement, increased
liquidity, and numerous other synergies that come from being tied to the greater cryptocurrency ecosystem, such as
liquidity and the ability to self-custody. Each ACCU NFT represents a one-year tonne of CO2 emissions averted,
substantiated by the Commonwealth of Australia or the Clean Energy Regulator. Each token can be "burned" at any time
to offset one tonne of carbon emissions. Until burned, a carbon credit can be held and traded.

UNICITY – NFT MARKETPLACE

UNICITY an NFT Marketplace platforms is using Phaeton as their preferred Blockchain and Sidechain platform together
with the tokenisation of 100 million Tokens. UniCity features fully NFT trading facilitated by smart contracts on each
integrated Blockchain.
•
•

•
•
•

The market capitalization of NFT has seen tremendous growth, increasing almost tenfold between 2018 and 2020.
The volatility of events in this new market can also be seen in the volume of NFT transactions for different
segments, as well as in the size of the NFT market in the same segments: transactions decreased for games, while
value increased for art.
The latter aspect was showcased in early 2021, when an NFT digital artwork was auctioned for approximately $69
million, making it the third-highest value artwork ever sold by a living artist.
For every chain already integrated or being integrated UniCity also acts as a true NFT explorer, allows one to
browse any type of NFT event such as minting, transfer history, listings, sales, burning and so on.
Furthermore, UniCity brings full statistical and historical capabilities, meaning you can view the entire sales
history of a particular NFT since it was created with dates and price fluctuations — honest and transparent.
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12. STAGE OF BUSINESS AND GROWTH PLAN
Over the past 10 months, Phaeton’s business has grown
at an exceptional rate. The reason for the growth is due
to an adoption of a new business strategy, philosophy
and policies implemented by a new Board. Like all
successful businesses, the Phaeton Board’s first goal was
to lay a strong foundation based on ethics, culture, and
values. Once these were established, Phaeton’s business
strategy and roll-out is broken into three main stages
which is described hereafter.

Raise sufficient investor capital to springboard onto
the next development stage.
Deliverable Results
• Secured 4 Sidechain projects to date;
• Deploy another 2 Sidechain applications;
• Raised the required capital;
• Approved to be list Phaeton Coin on 2 international
currency exchanges;
• Increase supply and demand of Phaeton on public
exchanges.
•

Stage One (completed)

Stage Three (current)

Activities
• Establishment of business strategy, vision, and
mission statement;
• Adoption of corporate governance structures and
seek corporate advice;
• Seek acquisition and implementation of required
internal systems and infrastructure;
• Additional background development of Phaeton
blockchain and Sidechain applications;
• Complete Information Memorandum and PHAE
Coin offer.
Results
• Added additional directors to the Phaeton Board
Completion of Phaeton Smart Contracts module;
• Completion of Phaeton Sidechains module.
•

Intended activities
• Implement current Phaeton Brand projects;
• Employ skilled managers and staff to ensure delivery
success;
• Develop and complete support technology which
include Personal ID, Phaeton Smarter Bond
Exchange, and Phaeton Urban Agriculture;
• Attract additional Independent Board members to
compliment growth;
• Employ a Business Development Manager to
Increase Client Service project

Longer term goals

Stage Two (completed)

Phaeton intends testing the majority of the branded
projects in Australia to ensure its success. Thereafter, the
aim would be to promote these internationally.

Activities
• Promotion of the Phaeton Blockchain Sidechain
application to Enterprise companies in all sectors;
• Business development to acquire additional use
cases;
• Listing of Phaeton Coin on international exchanges
to increase awareness, flexibility;

Phaeton has been approached by three stock broking
organisations to list on the Stock Exchange which include
the ASX (Australian Stock Exchange), TSX (Toronto Stock
Exchange and NASDAQ (National Association of
Securities Dealers Automated Quotations). Phaeton is
pursuing the latter with the intention to formally list in
2025.
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“Goodness is the only
investment that never fails.”
Henry David Thoreau
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CONTACT DETAILS
For more information, please contact:

A: Proptech, Level2, 110 William Street, Perth, WA 6000
W: www.phaeton.technology
RON FORLEE
Chief Executive Officer
E: ron@phaeton.io
M: +61 (0)408 868 733

CHAI SHEPHERD
Chief Technical Officer
E: chaishepherd@phaeton.io
M: +61 (0)445 217 949

DAMIAN ROBSON:
Chief Operating Officer
E: damian@phaeton.io
M: +61 (0)433 986 062

GEORGIA THOMAS:
Non-Executive Director
E: georgia@phaeton.io
M: +61 (0)405 689 318

